
What are the common factors for 54,24,18
Answer:1,2,3,6

Step-by-step explanation:

The factors of 54,24 and 18 are 1,2,3,6

Answer:

Step-by-step explanation:

We find what number we multiply by another number to get 54, 24, 18

54: 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18, 27, 54

24: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, 24

18: 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18

Now the numbers that repeat in these sets are the common factors

We got 1, 2, 3, and 6, which make these our common factors

The shape of Oklahoma can almost be divided into 2 perfect rectangles and 1 triangle. About how many square miles does Oklahoma cover?
(Art history)
Describe life during the Paleolithic age.

Please answer in 3-4 sentences
Spanish test lesson 4 unit 10 computadoras y tecnologia
What colors were used in the painting of Lascaux? A- Red, black, blue, and green.
B- Yellow, orange, green, and blue.



C- Black and white.
D- Red, brown, black, and gold.
How did the change in the Spanish policy affect American farmers in the West?
How many excess kilocalories per day are required for an average individual to gain about 10 pounds in one year?
Evaluate p^2 - r^2 for p = 10, r = -4 and t = 5. 116 92 84
Ursula wrote the sum 5.815 +6.021 as a sum of two mixed numbers.
What a sum did she write?
The United States used the to justify its intervention in Southeast Asia.
Which neuroglial cells of the CNS provide protection and metabolic support to neurons?
Why did columbus call the people he met in the america's "Indians"? A. He told the king and queen of Spain the he would find a route to India
B. He wanted to honor the culture of India
C. He mistakenly assumed he was in the Indies
D. He thought the language they spoke sounded like the language of India
What is the first term of the quotient of the following division problem ? (X^3-1)
Mama Mia restaurant used start fraction, 1, divided by, 2, end fraction of their mozzarella cheese making pizza and the remaining 646464 ounces making pasta.
How many pounds of mozzarella cheese did Mama Mia start with?
Which invention allowed Sumerians to record economic transactions and spread information about their culture? A. wheel
B. clay
C. bronze
D. writing
Read the passage. (1) Last summer, some friends and I started a daytime babysitting service. (2) Much to our surprise, the service became very popular. (3)
Especially with working parents in our neighborhood. (4) To keep the children active, we took them to a local playground. (5) We also taught them songs and
outdoor games. (6) Because I want to be a teacher, I found the experience very valuable. (7) I also made some money for college! Which is a sentence fragment?
A.sentence (6)
B.sentence (5)
C.sentence (3)
D.sentence (4).
Write out three search phrases you could use to find information about reality television on the internet
What made the Korean War particularly tragic
How did mao zedong win over the peasants in china?
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